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All Tomorrow’s Train Rides

I

Out of  the wintering wet and underway
Turning out of  the Caltrain yard

  I assume a commuter’s mudra:   

Right hand on the co!ee
Left thumb in last night’s dog-eared page
  Our pilgrimage route to Friday

Window seat
Threadbare zafu of  10,000 contemplations
I "ood and #lter the dawning land
With what remains and what has disappeared
Passing through all tomorrow’s train rides

San Francisco
  I’ve slipped from our zazen
Dark robes the patchwork of  city blocks
Forever unraveling — 

And I get what you’re saying about impermanence
But haven’t sat nearly long enough
To be at peace with our frayed ambitions 

With the wrecking ball economy south of  Market
With the raised scar of  Embarcadero Freeway — removed but
Resident in fading celluloid memory

I haven’t sat nearly long enough
To be at peace

[37°46'37.1"N 122°23'41.6"W]3
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  With the blue glass high-rising out of  squatter camps
By the freeway onramp where the 99% shake #sts and rattle cups
At the anointed remainder, today’s dichotomy, so say
Our city’s “free” newspaper and its paid-for sister
Afterthoughts carpeting the aisle for a
Fresh-faced conductor in his training day blues
Ambling up the car, "ashing a smile and a Mets tattoo

II

Gra$ti glares from all sides, simple as piss
Marking one’s territory

And sometimes, like now, the distant cactus of  Tepeyac

  Juan Diego on painted knees in the hills
South of  that ugly line in the sand
And fading into the crumbling wall of  an abandoned mechanic’s bay
Witness to urban renewal, the new decay    

[“I am not here, I who am your mother?”]n+1

Surrounded by a sea of  fenced-in concrete  
 
  They say he’s up for sainthood
As we slow for Bayshore

[19°29'27.8"vN 99°06'50.4"W]4

Our nostalgists dream that anteseismic San Francisco was its golden age

But I #nished reading McTeague  
  Long before the solstice
  Just to put that awful story behind me

[37°47'19.4"N 122°25'13.8"W]5
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Is it Tuesday? I look up and here’s McTeague in the opposite seat
Grizzled and whiskey drunk from last night
  A slur of  hair combed back from a 
Red face, blue veined and porous
   More "orid than his
Faded aloha shirt
Thrift store dungarees and hob-nailed boots

A #st of  belt buckle
Grips his sagging reveries

Pulling into San Bruno
I’m sure he’s going to get o!
But cannot rise
Only raises a hand to his rugged cough and SFO across the freeway
Where planes bend away to cruel memory

Torn in two by story
Destroyed by every page
I’m not what I used to be
McTeague and me, chained to one another
And the earth, I see     
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Then I Read Wis!awa Szymborska

Her name, a melody, foreign only to my lack
Of  yet another mother tongue

And her #rst poem, aloud? It’s enough music to awaken
All of  Paris in her Polish, Englished before my eyes

I "ip the book, look at the price in Euros and commas: 22,00 %

I like how they use the comma instead of  the decimal point over here, 
but it seems like twenty-two-comma-zero-zero should have  
more digits in more places

For a treasury, a life’s work I #nd, freshly minted
Leaning in the shelves of  Shakespeare and Co
Waiting like a blind date gone right (for once)
Where I am glad to pay, where
Beyond the typewriter alcove I
Find the silent piano room
Where with you, I
Must say I
Feel only

Free
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What they conceal    
 Float 
On what they reveal 

Green pads
Upon a glass of

In#nite shorelessness adrift
Slow as planets 
Pushed in a breath

Spreading lotus 
Ripples the sky

And the red dragon"y

And the heron setting o!

Interpretation seeks   
 Form 
Language as seeing

Clear-eyed song
Poetic vision tongue

Leave this shore for another
Let breath, too 
Guide the lines

Make their way
Under spreading sky

And if  the page slips at all 
it slips into sense
Ripples at the wing’s touch 

Lo que ocultan
 Flotan
Sobre los que revelan

   Nenúfares verdes
   Sobre vidrio de

Sinorilla in!nita a la deriva
Lento como planetas
Empujada en un aliento

            Loto desplegado
            Ondula el cielo

Y la libélula roja

Y la garza partiendo

Water Lilies

&
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Crosscut

Where the utility men
Cut back pine and manzanita 
  near the old quarry
They left behind a ragged cross-section of  knotted wood
  in the boot-print trail dust
That resisted the motoring blade and its bite
A socket parted from its body was
Raised #rst from light and
Quarry water, steeped in
Granite faces that scaled summers
  submerged in snowmelt now
Where once the gravel trucks drove down and down to bedrock
The body withers, exposed 
So close to the cruel sun

  You can hear the freeway
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[Longitude]

a poem smoking in the alley on its break just outside the kitchen door

a poem for awkward blind dates and everyone in the place knows 
just by listening 

a poem for guns, those innocent machines 

a poem to the patron saint of  rent control
a poem for children in the crosswalk 
a poem that owns a metronome 
[a poem that breaks like a fever]

a poem reminding us all there’s nothing less patriotic than telling us how 
patriotic you are

a poem raised by his grandmother
a poem on a fútbol team so good their goalie hangs a hammock between 
the posts

a poem discovered at closing time that reads like Jesus came down 
and slapped you in the face — but you forgot your wallet

a poem you read in its entirety over her shoulder on a crowded bus

one of  those arty, foreign poems with vertiginous camera angles 
and subtitles 
and the smoldering Italian whose every scene makes our English 
dizzy with irrelevance

a poem that knows it’s about to get #red
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Sometimes I Hear the Bells

  One time I heard the bells
while the ocean sang
to sand beneath our streets
and we laborers excavated
a quavering desert from a trench in the asphalt
song sifting through our calloused #ngers #rst
sung when dunes were the ocean’s only witness.

  Sometimes I hear the bells
at times in time to air raid sirens
preying on shadowless noonday souls.

  Sometimes I hear the bells
but don’t go running
for a pen to pen a sermon just because
I reside in a parish beside the ocean, kneeling
in a stratum of  time
[yet to be buried]
where religion mapped the neighborhood.

  Most days I forehear a gathering swell
pulsed from perished bells
future notes from a long-dead people
chorusing the dunes, responding in waves
heaving a collective plangent relief.


